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Abstract

Cavitation developing upstream and inside the micro-channel orifices of transparent multi-hole
fuel injector nozzles has been characterised using a high speed visualisation system. Images
have been obtained with short exposure time and sufficiently high spatial and temporal resolu-
tion, freezing the formation of cavitation bubbles and their further development during every sin-
gle injection cycle. Post processing of statistically large number of images collected from many
successive injection events and numerous identical nozzles has allowed for the first time esti-
mation of the ensemble average cavitation image and its standard deviation. The instantaneous
images reveal the formation of a variety of complex and interacting two-phase flow regimes.
Vapour bubbles have been found to exist inside the nozzle prior to start of injection. These bub-
bles originate from the previous injection cycle as they have not been evacuated from the nozzle
and hence, they remain trapped, altering the flow of the subsequent injection event. During the
opening and closing stages of the needle valve that controlsthe fuel flow through the nozzle,
cavitation is found to form in the valve’s seat area. Subsequently, vortex or ’string’ cavitation
has been recorded to take place in a rather chaotic manner; its life time and most probable loca-
tion of appearance have been estimated. The ensemble average images reveal the probability of
cavitation appearance at a specific location within the nozzle and the micro-channel flow orifice.
The standard deviation from the mean reveals locations withsignificant cycle-to-cycle variations
of the flow. These are linked to significant deviations from the mean of the fuel spray dispersion
angle forming downstream of the nozzle exit.

Keywords: Two-phase flow, cavitation, Diesel fuel injection, realistic nozzle tip design

1. Introduction

Cavitation is known to form inside various injector nozzle designs featuring micro-hole chan-
nels [1, 2, 3]; it is the dominant but largely uncontrolled flow characteristic causing surface
erosion. It is also believed to improve the atomisation of the spray plume downstream of the
nozzle exit. Despite its significance, the details of cavitation formation in such flow orifices still
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remain unclear. This can be mainly attributed to the difficulty in manufacturing transparent noz-
zle replicas at 1:1 scale, as the nozzle orifice diameter is ofthe order of 10−4 m, the extremely
high operating pressure that varies between 100 to 3000 bar and the very short time scales of the
injection event, which typically last around 1ms. Enlargednozzle replicas have provided insight
on cavitation structures, as demonstrated in [4, 5]; typically, two distinct macroscopic forms of
cavitation have been identified, which have been referred toas geometrically-induced and vortex
or ’string’ cavitation. The former is the most common form ofcavitation in such flow orifices
and it has become gradually a relatively well-understood phenomenon; appropriate design of
the inlet hole curvature and non-cylindrical injection hole shapes (often referred to astapered)
alter cavitation inception, as shown in [6, 7]. On the other hand, vortex cavitation is believed
to represent a flow feature that depends mainly on the development of turbulent flow within the
nozzle rather than a phenomenon that can be controlled by thenozzle design, as it is the case
with the geometric-induced cavitation [see 8, 9]. Vortex cavitation is commonly found in pro-
pellers, hydraulic turbines and hydrofoils as explained in[10, 11, 12, 13]; further studies have
also confirmed similar structures in a variety of nozzle designs [14, 15] and even at pressures as
high as 2000 bar, as shown in [16].

The majority of transparent real-size nozzles feature simplified single-hole geometries that
generally confirm the presence of geometric-induced cavitation [17, 18, 19, 20, 2]. The work
of [3] and their follow-up of [21, 22] were the first to substitute one of the holes of a produc-
tion nozzle with a quartz window of identical geometric characteristics and was an experimental
breakthrough that provided valuable information on flow andcavitation structures inside such
micro-channels under realistic operating conditions. A step forward was realised in [23], where
a 3-hole, real-size, fully transparent nozzle allowed for unobstructed optical access inside the sac
volume. In [5] there is evidence that geometric-induced andvortex cavitation are interrelated.
String cavitation is dramatically enhanced and owes its existence to sources of vapour already
present inside the nozzle volume [8]. Moreover, [24] showedthat the structure of a vortex core
is significantly affected by entrained vapour bubbles. Similarly, [25] demonstrated possible frag-
mentation of the vortex core so as to increase the vorticity at the core centre. Finally, the strong
interaction observed between vortex properties and bubbledynamics [26], the coupling of ra-
dial and axial growth of bubbles trapped in vortices [27] andthe interaction between shear (or
normal strain) flow and bubble volume change [28] form a tremendously complex flow field in-
side an injector nozzle, where dynamic changes in the behaviour of vortices and vapour bubbles
strongly affect the emerging fuel spray. Highly transient flow phenomenacaused by the fast
needle response times, give rise to formation of vortical structures and therefore, to string cavi-
tation [8]. Transient effects have also been correlated to increased probability of surface erosion
damage, which is attributed to both, geometric and string cavitation [29]. Unfortunately, all rel-
evant studies so far report data from one or just a few injection events. No effort has been made
to characterise the cavitating flow over a sufficient large number of injection events that would
allow for a thorough description of the relevant phenomena.

The present contribution relates instantaneous and mean cavitation structures developing in-
side real-size fully transparent nozzle replicas; these replicas offered unobstructed simultaneous
optical access of the nozzle’s sac volume, the micro-channel flow orifices and the fuel spray
plumes forming downstream of the nozzle exit. High speed visualisation featuring short enough
exposure times and adequate spatial and temporal resolution enabled the recording of cavitation
initiation and further development. Images have been obtained from a large number of injection
events and numerous identical nozzle tips resulting in a statistically large sample. Their post
processing has allowed for estimation of the ensemble average cavitation image and its standard
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Figure 1: (a) Manufacturing steps of transparent nozzle tip assembly [31],(b) side view of transparent nozzle tip indicat-
ing the side and bottom views and (c) 3-D view of transparent tip indicating the hole numbering.

deviation to be derived for the first time in the relevant literature for a real high-pressure Diesel
nozzle geometry. Such data not only reveal new aspects of therelevant phenomena, but they can
be valuable for thorough validation of relevant LES or ensemble averaged (RANS) CFD models.
Past relevant studies [30] had focused on and presented steady-state averaged cavitation images
and velocity profiles of flow through a single-hole plate orifice. The next section describes the
experimental method and data analysis employed, followed by the presentation of the results; the
most important conclusions are summarised at the end.

2. Experimental set up and technique

The details of the experimental test rig and injector set up utilised in the present study are
described thoroughly in [31] while a schematic of the modified nozzle employed here is illus-
trated in figure 1(a). As the structural strength of Perspex in compression is limited, a suitable
force able of providing sealing to fuel pressures up to 500 bar has been utilised; unfortunately,
this prevented experiments to be performed at higher pressures. The prototype nozzle geometry
chosen has six cylindrical orifices attached to the nozzle’ssac volume; such nozzle designs are
typically utilised with Diesel injectors (figure 1). The injection hole diameter is 0.160 mm±2%,
a value not far from the manufacturing tolerances of metallic nozzles. The initial design involved
only parallel injection holes symmetrically positioned atan angle of 65◦ to the injector’s axis of
symmetry. The transparent nozzle tips feature hole inlet rounding which was achieved using the
extrude hone process realised by an abrasive flow machine (AFM). This results to non-uniform
hole inlet rounding that exhibits larger radius of curvature at the top-side hole inlet compared to
the bottom-side hole inlet; indicative radius of curvatureachieved are of the order of 0.01 mm
±0.003 mm, for the bottom side inlet and 0.025 mm±0.005 mm, for the top side inlet.

The best-suited imaging technique for visualisation of internal nozzle cavitation structures at
such scale was identified to be a combination of shadowgraphyand Mie scattering. The experi-
mental arrangement involves two high-speed cameras, utilising side and bottom views, focused
on the injection hole and the sac volume of the transparent tip, respectively. The side-view cam-
era captures shadows of cavitation structures inside the injection hole and the emerging spray
plume, simultaneously. The second camera utilises light reflections from the interface between
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cavitation vapour clouds and the surrounding liquid insidethe nozzle’s sac volume. The lenses
set up ensures a square pixel shape of 3.4×10−3 mm edge size that results in a 1.752 mm2 imag-
ing area, given the camera resolution is set to 592×256 pixels at frame rates of 30 000 and 50
000 frames per second; the selected frame rates resolve a typical injection event lasting for 2ms
with 60 to 100 images, respectively. The high magnification achieved for the side view images
permitted the tracing and extraction of the needle valve motion. Additionally, a common rail
pressure sensor and an in-line pressure transducer installed upstream the injector fuel inlet pro-
vided detailed time-resolved pressure fluctuations. For the present investigation, an injection
pressure of 300 bar was chosen and single injection strategyof 2 ms electronic pulse duration;
injection takes place under atmospheric pressure and room temperature. As transparent nozzles
made from Perspex fail (deform or even break) after a relatively small number of injections, a
large number of nozzle tips had to be manufactured. A series of tests have shown that at injection
pressures of around 400 bar, internal geometry deterioration was profound after 160-180 injec-
tion events. Following inspection of a large number of nozzles at successive injections through
silicon prints and the subsequent 3-D reconstruction of thenozzle’s geometry variation, it was
established that a safe threshold above which a tip was considered ”used” was 50 injections. In
order to avoid overheating of the Perspex nozzle tip, the nozzle was left to rest after 10 successive
injection events. In total, 250 nozzle tips have been utilised, resulting in acquisition of more than
12 500 images for each of the 100 time instances resolving transiently the injection event.

The acquired side and bottom view images have been processedaccordingly in order to pro-
vide information in terms of needle valve lift, sac flow conditions prior to start of injection,
cavitation development and emerging spray stability. As mentioned, continuous wide band light
sources have been used along with a series of focusing lensesto concentrate available light in-
tensity on to the investigated nozzle tip. Following thresholding and binarisation of each of the
acquired images, the ensemble average image and the corresponding standard deviation were
calculated at given time instances over all acquired injection events and for all transparent nozzle
tips, applying equations 1a,b; whereI represents a single pixel intensity value,I represents mean
pixel intensity value andN is the number of samples. A robust post-processing procedure was se-
cured by an automated selection of the binarisation threshold that was based on a 2-dimensional
histogram approach found in [32]; this method is an extension of the well-known threshold selec-
tion method from grey-level histograms of Otsu, [33]. Giventhe applied post-processing method
and the number of samples used, the calculated statistical uncertainty is 0.2%. Cavitation struc-
tures inside a real-size nozzle are known to exhibit highly transient behaviour thus, standard
deviation images proved to be very informative, in terms of location of unstable cavitation struc-
tures. It should be noted that the present analysis only provides the projection of cavitation cloud
on the imaged 2-D plane, and thus, information related to thethree dimensional structure of cav-
itation along the depth of the orifices cannot be resolved. Finally, bottom view images have been
analysed for identification of string cavitation presence and location inside the sac volume of the
nozzle.

I =

∑N
i=1 I

N
, σI =

√

√

√

1
N

N
∑

i=1

(I − I )2 (1a,b)

Furthermore, the presented average fuel injection rate wasmeasured by an IAV Injection Anal-
yser that utilises the Bosch operating principle. The accuracy of the measurements, as specified
by the manufacturer, was±0.6 mg/stroke for the measured quantities. Finally, the working fluid
for the present study was chosen to be European Diesel oil type A that is found widely in the
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Figure 2: Mean curves of injection rate, needle valve lift and injector line pressure for injection duration of 2 ms at 300
bar injection pressure.

market. The properties of the working fluid follow the EN 593 standard and are summarised as
follows: density of 830kg/m3, viscosity of 3×10−6 m2/s and vapour pressure of 1-10 kPa, all at
40◦C; additionally, the typical flash point of Diesel oil type A is set at 50◦C.

3. Results and discussion

In this section, the results obtained are described. Initially, we report data referring to inlet
pressure, flow rate and needle lift measurements. Then a description of the flow processes is
attempted by analysing the images obtained from a representative injection cycle. Finally, the
statistical description of the flow is presented.

3.1. Needle lift and pressure

The nozzle’s volumetric capacity characterisation was carried out for a number of transparent
tips. The mean injection rate curve is illustrated in figure 2, along with data acquired from the
installed pressure transducers and the needle valve lift asextracted from the acquired images.
The mean injected quantity was measured to be 39.65 mg/stroke. As illustrated in figure 2, fuel
injection rate increases slowly for the first millisecond, being in full agreement to the needle lift
curve that exhibits a relatively slow opening response during the same time; the latter was ex-
pected due to the low injection pressure setting. At the sametime, mean injection pressure levels
at the injector fuel entry feature a drop of approximately 40bar, before recovering almost 3/4 of
this drop in the following 1 ms. At the elapse of this time, needle valve lift has almost reached its
maximum position (∼0.92 of nominal full lift). The standard deviation over all injection events
was estimated for the needle lift and pressure traces (figure2). Maximum values do not exceed
±3.5%, for the needle lift trace during the time the needle haslifted more than 20% of its nominal
full lift, and 3% for the pressure traces; the latter, gives confidence that inlet fuel pressure and
needle valve motion were repeatable throughout the thousands of injections recorded.
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3.2. Representative flow images
We now turn to the analysis of the cavitation images obtained. Initially, a representative in-

jection event is presented, as this reveals the various mechanisms of cavitation inception and
development. The first important observation was made before the needle valve energisation and
reveals that prior to start of injection the nozzle’s sac volume is partially occupied by bubbles
rather than liquid, as perceived up to now. The bubble pattern does not appear to be repeatable;
it may consist of either single large diameter bubbles or smaller multiple bubbles. At the same
time, the micro-channels appeared to be partially filled with stagnant vapour as depicted in figure
3. These cavitation bubbles are created at the needle seat area during the latest stages of the valve
closing phase. They do not exit the nozzle and therefore reside inside the sac volume forming
the observed fuel liquid/vapour mixture; these bubbles rest in the nozzle between successive in-
jection events without much activity. However, it has been observed that given sufficient time,
these bubbles may coalesce to form larger ones or even a single bubble that can occupy most of
the nozzle’s sac volume. Interestingly enough, ambient airentering into the nozzle through the
injection holes has been also identified. The latter phenomenon has been observed consistently
following the closure of the needle valve.

Cavitation forming in the needle seat area, is also pronounced during the opening stages of
the needle valve. In figure 3, and at 0.04 ms and 0.07 ms, imagesacquired during a single
injection event illustrate the appearance of cavitation bubbles entering the sac volume, as needle
valve starts lifting. These cavitation bubble clouds seem to gradually disintegrate to much finer
structures as the pressure inside the nozzle’s sac volume rises until reaching eventually the inlet
of the orifices; there they either re-grow forming a larger volume cavitation cloud or induce
formation of cavitation near the inlet walls of the micro-channel orifices. The latter phenomena
has been reported in [8] but under fixed needle lift conditions. As needle valve continues to lift,
cavitation ceases formation in this area and the fresh fuel entering into the sac volume pushes
the remaining bubbles towards the injection holes. Following this time, the appearance of string
cavitation becomes evident at time instances between 0.66 ms and 0.85 ms as illustrated in figure
3. String cavitation formation seems to be triggered by micro-bubbles entering into the injection
holes, trapped into regions of relatively low pressure (recirculation zones) and taking finally
the elongated observed vapour tube shape. As needle valve continues to lift to about 20% of
its nominal maximum level, the observed string cavitation structures inside the injection holes
develop in a much more aggressive manner. String cavitationis observed to extend from one
injection hole to another, resulting in hole inter-connecting vapour tubes, or in hole to needle tip
strings. The highly transient nature of these structures isreflected on their residence time-scales
inside the sac volume. In the case of 30 000 frames per second,almost 20% of the recorded
cavitation strings lived for just one frame; however, this percentage dropped to 8%, when image
acquisition frequency was increased to 50 000 frames per second, which implies that the temporal
resolution of the high speed camera can be limiting our measurements in capturing even faster
processes. On the other hand, the maximum recorded string residence time has been observed
to rise to values as high as 0.3 ms, which represents about 1/3 of a nominal injection event.
Nevertheless, cavitation strings appearing at time scalesshorter than those captured by the frame
rates available cannot be excluded. This limitation, arising from the hardware used, could have
an impact on the plotted results. However, strings with appearance of only one frame currently
represent less than 8% for the highest image acquisition frequency used (50kHz). As needle
valve lifts beyond 40% of its maximum lift little cavitationactivity is observed in the nozzle’s sac
volume; cavitation strings are now confined inside the injection holes co-existing and interacting
with geometric cavitation. The later firstly appears at the bottom side of the injection hole and it is
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Figure 3: Sequence of representative side view high-speed images at selected time instances after start of injection single
injection event of 2 ms duration at 300 bar injection pressure.
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visible for the whole injection duration. The fact that the hole inlet features a radius of curvature
which is larger at the upper part does not favour formation ofgeometric cavitation at that location.
Cavitation strings appear mainly on the upper part of the hole which is mainly occupied by
liquid; this can be seen at 1.49 ms on the images of figure 3. However, their appearance seems
to become visible only sporadically throughout the injection event. A statistical description of
their appearance is given in the following section. Finally, towards the end of injection, the flow
presents some similarities to the needle opening phase. Still, appearance of cavitation strings
seem to be less frequent, which implies that as the flow becomes well developed and organised
during the main part of injection, smaller scale and randomly appearing vortices are less probable
to form. Finally, as mentioned earlier, needle seat cavitation appears at the latest stages of the
needle closing phase, feeding bubbles into the sac volume which can be seen at the start of a
consequent injection event.

3.3. Statistical description
We now turn to the presentation of the statistical description of the acquired images. This can

be divided into two sub-sections:(i) life time and location of appearance of cavitation strings
within the sac volume and(ii) mean and standard deviation cavitation images within the injection
hole and the near nozzle spray plume formation.

As mentioned in the previous section, the location and life time of individual cavitation strings
seem to vary considerably. As detailed 3-D coordinate information related to the area of their
formation was not possible, their location of appearance has been correlated with the hole num-
bering of figure 1; this is indicated on theY-axis in figure 4. TheX-axis corresponds to time,
resolving a full injection event. The plot represents the frequency of appearance of a string at-
tached to a particular micro-channel and it has been derivedby considering all acquired images
from all nozzle tips manufactured. During the initial stages of the injection event, formation of
strings seems to be much more pronounced; peak values of 20% indicate that a string is attached
to a particular injection hole almost 1/5 of the total running time. However, once the needle valve
reaches its maximum lift, the appearance of strings becomesfar less frequent. The corresponding
values now drop down to less than 5% and remain at this level until the end of injection. It is also
noticeable that 3 out of the 6 micro-channels exhibit lower levels compared to the other three;
this can be interpreted as an indication of flow asymmetries that can be attributed to eccentric
needle valve opening as well as its possible rotation which can be speculated from its design.The
data described above can be used to validate corresponding LES models predicting the frequency
of formation of vortical structures in such geometries.

We now turn to the description of the ensemble averaged flow images inside the micro-orifices.
Figure 5 presents mean images and the corresponding standard deviation at selected time in-
stances during an injection event; images below 1.5 ms afterstart of injection correspond to the
opening phase of the needle valve, time steps between 1.5 - 2 ms represent mid-injection stroke
and needle valve lifts larger than 80%, while remaining images above 2 ms correspond to the
valve closing event. The images reveal that the lower part ofthe injection hole is always occu-
pied by cavitation, and thus mean values approach 100%. On the contrary, the upper part seems
much less influenced by cavitation in a rather unstable mode.Cavitation is present in such lo-
cation for no more than 50% of the running time; consequently, the highest values of standard
deviation can be observed. The large values of standard deviation observed on the upper part
of the orifices can be related to spray angle, which has been imaged simultaneously with the
nozzle flow. Inspection of images shows that the upper part ofthe injected spray plume also
exhibits a fluctuating behaviour. At the start of injection,when the velocity is relatively low,
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Figure 4: Ensemble average cavitation string appearance adjacent to an injection hole during the injection event; averages
have been obtained from the acquired bottom view images of allinjection cycles and nozzle tips tested.

a non-repeatable spray pattern forms from injection to injection at the nozzle exit. As velocity
increases (figure 5 @ time steps larger than 0.7 ms), this fluctuating behaviour seems to appear
further downstream of the nozzle exit. Finally, at time steps later than 2.25 ms after start of in-
jection and as needle valve lift drops at values below 80%, the observed emerging spray exhibits
significant cycle-to-cycle fluctuations, as illustrated inthe standard deviation images of figure 5.
From the inspection of the instantaneous raw images inside an injection hole, it has been found
that cavitation strings change their location on average every 0.033 ms and this was reflected in
the injected spray plume; the corresponding change to the spray angle was measured to be as
high as 35◦ on the upper spray boundary, and almost 5◦ on the lower spray boundary (figure 5).
Such behaviour is in accordance with the observations in [34], where similar values have been
reported but for different types of enlarged nozzle models operating under lowerpressures and
fixed needle lift conditions.

4. Conclusions

High-speed images of cavitation structures forming insidereal-size, transparent nozzles fea-
turing cylindrical micro-hole flow channels attached to a sac volume have been obtained. In
addition to the instantaneous cavitation images, recording of sufficient large number of injec-
tion cycles has allowed for the first time a statistical description of the significant cycle-to-cycle
variations of the flow developing within the nozzle’s sac volume, the micro-channel orifices and
their influence on the fuel spray dispersion angle forming downstream of the nozzle exit. This
has been made possible by manufacturing a large number of transparent nozzle tips while each
injection event has been resolved with high temporal and spatial resolution. The results reveal
flow regimes not known from previous relevant studies. In particular, the presence of vapour
bubbles inside the nozzle prior to start of injection has been identified. These bubbles originate
from previous injection cycles as they have not been evacuated from the sac volume and hence,
they remain trapped and alter the flow field of the subsequent injection event. Upon start of in-
jection, cavitation is found to form in the needle seat area.Although the well known cavitation
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erosion in such areas manifests the existence of cavitation, direct visualisation in this location in
real-size injectors has not been reported previously. Needle seat cavitation feeds bubbles to the
nozzle’s sac volume, which act as the necessary traces for the formation of the observed cavita-
tion ’strings’. The latter have been recorded to take place mainly during the opening phase of the
needle valve. Their frequency of appearance and life time have been estimated and linked to the
instabilities observed on the angle of the fuel spray plume emerging from the nozzle, which has
been visualised simultaneously with the cavitating flow inside the micro-channel orifices. Post
processing of the images obtained over a large number of injection events and from all transpar-
ent nozzles tested has provided, in addition to the instantaneous flow structures, the ensemble
average cavitation presence and its standard deviation on the projected 2-D plane imaged, tran-
siently resolved during the injection event. Finally, the present study has provided a number
of experimental data covering flow investigations during a complete injection event at realistic
injection pressures focused on both, internal nozzle flow and its immediate effect on spray in-
stabilities that are expected to contribute towards futureDiesel nozzle design improvements and
their consequent computational fluid dynamics studies by providing realistic initial conditions.
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